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Title of the solution:

Challenge addressed:

Team name:

Challenge category:

Solution description Target group

Innovativeness  

Describe it in a tweet

Transferability

Context

Impact

Sustainability  

Team work  

Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 
characters

What makes your solution different and original?
Can anything similar be found on themarket? How innovative is it?

Can your solution be used in other contexts?
What parts of it can be applied to other context?

What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how 
do you see it in the mid- and long term?

Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what 
are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed 
successfully. How well did you work as a team? 
Could you continue to work as a team in the future?

Who is the target group for your solution?
Who will this solution affect and how? 
How will they benefit?

What is the impact of your solution? How do you measure 
it?

Please describe your solution, its main elements and objectives as 
well as a brief implementation plan with some key overall 
milestones, resources required and eventual barriers foreseen. What 
is your final product/service/tool/activity? How could the solution be 
used to enhance digital education in the your challenge area? How 
could the successof the solution be measured? How will the solution 
provide benefits to the challenge owner?

What is the problem you are facing?
What is the challenge that you are solving?


	fill_3: MindSetter is a digital education platform designed to streamline the student experience by addressing organizational challenges, enhancing well-being, and promoting sustainability. Users input information via typing or images, an AI assistant organizes data, and reminders keep users on track. With a phased development and key resources like developers and AI specialists, MindSetter's final product is a comprehensive platform that significantly enhances digital education.Success is measured through user engagement, stress reduction, and the adoption of sustainable practices, offering benefits such as improved well-being and enhanced organizational capabilities. Welcome to MindSetter—an innovative solution for a smarter and more sustainable future in digital education.
	fill_4: In the realm of digital education, MindSetter is purpose-built for students grappling with organization, well-being, and sustainability challenges. Tailored for this specific cohort, the platform streamlines tasks and schedules, fostering a clearer academic approach and reducing organizational chaos. Beyond academics, it actively addresses stress and anxiety, creating a positive learning environment. In the long term, platform champions sustainability by reducing reliance on traditional materials. Students not only thrive academically but contribute to a more environmentally conscious lifestyle. MindSetter is more than a tool, t's a solution crafted for the unique challenges of digital learning, empowering students for a brighter education.
	Context What is the problem you are facing What is the challenge that you are solving: In the dynamic landscape of digital education, students grapple with challenges—organizational chaos, heightened stress, and a need for sustainability. MindSetter directly addresses these by streamlining tasks, reducing stress, and championing eco-friendly practices. It stands as a comprehensive solution, unlocking a more organized, balanced, and sustainable educational journey for students.
	Impact What is the impact of your solution How do you measure it: In the dynamic realm of digital education, MindSetter revolutionizes student experiences by directly tackling challenges—organizational chaos, stress, and the need for sustainability. It's impact is threefold: it streamlines organizational tasks, fosters well-being by addressing stress, and enhances the learning experience through AI-driven capabilities. In the long term, it champions sustainability by reducing reliance on traditional materials. Metrics such as user engagement, stress reduction reports, and the adoption of sustainable practices measure MindSetter's success. It isn't just a tool; it's a comprehensive solution reshaping the digital education landscape, offering students a more organized, balanced, and sustainable educational journey.
	Describe it in a tweet Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 characters: Empower your digital education journey with MindSetter. Streamline tasks, reduce stress, and embrace sustainability. A comprehensive solution for an organized, balanced, and eco-conscious learning experience. Welcome to the future of education. 
	fill_2: MindSetter sets itself apart by seamlessly integrating organizational efficiency, well-being support, AI-driven learning enhancement, and a pioneering commitment to sustainability. In a market of singular-focus solutions, MindSetter is a trailblazer, redefining standards in digital education.
	Transferability Can your solution be used in other contexts What parts of it can be applied to other context: MindSetter's versatile features extend beyond education. The streamlined tools, stress reduction, and AI-driven efficiency are applicable in various contexts, including work environments. From efficient task management to fostering well-being, MindSetter is a solution designed to elevate productivity across diverse settings such as work.
	Sustainability What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how do you see it in the mid and long term: In the work environment, MindSetter plans to launch a tailored version for professionals. The mid-term goal is to concentrate employees through streamlined task management, reducing stress, and minimizing burnout. In the long term, MindSetter envisions becoming a global standard for sustainable work practices, promoting an eco-friendly environment alongside transforming how professionals manage tasks and well-being in diverse settings. Beyond tasks, it aims to contribute to a more balanced and fulfilling professional journey.  
	Team work Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed successfully How well did you work as a team Could you continue to work as a team in the future: Our diverse team crafted MindSetter to tackle students' stress tied to task overload. From website development to perfecting presentations, we seamlessly distributed tasks. The success of MindSetter showcases our commitment to addressing educational challenges. Moving forward, we're not just a team for this project; we're a collaborative force committed to strengthening MindSetter. It's not just a project; it's a journey we're committed to together.
	Texto1: MindSetter
	Texto2: Well-being in Digital Education, Organisational Capability, Data-Driven Education,  Enhanced Learning Experience
	Texto3: MindSetter
	Texto4: Creating an application / platform


